Dingwall Amateur Swimming Club
Minutes of Committee Meeting held on 4th May 2015
Present: Neil Anderson (Chair) Julie Davidson (Secretary) Andrew Clark (Head Coach) Angie Cushnie
(Management Committee) Gordon Lyall (Management Committee) James McPake (Parent) Michelle
Wallace (Membership Secretary) Claire Connelly (Fundraising Co-ordinator)
Apologies: Ewan MacNab (Treasurer) Fiona Simpson (Child Protection) Kirsty Finlayson (MC) Michael
Beveridge (MC)
Item
Discussion
Action
1
Neil opened the meeting and welcomed all
2
Minutes from the last meeting were approved with a couple of points to note: Prior
to us starting the Scottish Swimming Affiliation Process the fee’s per swimmer have
increased to £43/year (we have been assured by SS that this is a one off increase and Ewan
will not happen again).
We need to make a decision in December 2015/January 2016 re: if we are
continuing the SS membership.
3
Finance:
 Statement prepared by Ewan to be found at the bottom of the minutes.
Balance remains healthy, Scottish Swimming fees to be paid once we hear
from them.
 We do need to remember to keep enough in the bank account to pay SS up
front for fees in March 2016 if the decision is made to continue affiliation
after our first year. At the last meeting it was agreed that if this was the
case, the fee’s would increase by a small amount each week to cover. Parents
to be informed if this is the case.
 Final sum raised by the Sponsored Swim to be confirmed by Ewan when he
Ewan
returns. Email to be sent by Julie, thanking all swimmers and parents for their
Julie
fantastic effort.
 A query was raised about the pool rental price increasing or to be increased.
Ewan
Ewan to check this out please.
4
Committee Update:
Our Auditor Fiona Macleman is no longer part of the committee. This is due to the
Scottish Swimming rule that the Club Auditor may be a parent of a club swimmer,
but should not sit on the committee. Fiona had the option to sit on the committee
or be our Auditor and she chose to be Auditor.
Claire told the meeting that Keith Logan has advised her that he needs to resign as
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our second Fundraiser, due to work commitments. We would like to thank Fiona
and Keith for all their hard work input DASC committee.
We are in need of new members for our Committee. Any parent who can spare a
couple of hours approximately once every 6 weeks to attend a committee meeting
(usually Monday evenings 7-9pm) we’d love to hear from you. You could choose to
be part of the general Management Committee being involved in all parts of the
Club, or to join Claire to work on the fundraising for the Club. Email to be sent to all
parents and also flyer put on the notice-board.
Scottish Swimming Affiliation Update:
Ewan McNab had raised some queries re: the affiliation, answers below:
We have heard from North District that our application to join has been accepted.
We have yet to hear from Headquarters of Scottish Swimming, at which point we
will need to give our club information and pay swimmers fee’s.
Folder of evidence to be produced showing:
 Equality Statement
 Coaches Certificates
 Role Descriptors for committee
 Planning meeting to be delivered by SS Ewan Stirling (1-1½ hrs)
 Agreed Education Calendar for coaches and volunteers
 Along with funding budgeted for by the club for education
 How to complain procedure and put on website.
 Swimmer, Parent and Coaches Code of Conducts (done – see below in AOB)
Once this is done the Club will achieve the SS SwiMark.
Meeting with Ewan Stirling (Scottish Swimming Regional Development Manager):
Ewan requested to meet with some members of the committee to deliver
Governance Presentation: summary of presentation and discussion below:
 Scottish Swimming is now first and foremost about Participation and long
term involvement of children swimming for health and fitness. Secondary is
competition. Lots of changes to be made on their website/paperwork to
reflect this, but it is happening.
 Well Run club:
o needs to define its’ roles
o Be well organised
o Demonstrate leadership
o Be totally transparent in all we do
 Consider advertising in local magazines/papers for retired folks with an
interest in swimming, to get involved with club committee
 Suggests we have a DASC email address which we all the committee have log
in details for – all communication from external use this and we can see who
has responded, allows rapid response.
 By end of the year SS will have linked with Youth Work for Saltire/Duke of
Edinburgh, so if we have young folk volunteering with club they should get
recognition for it.
 Succession Planning – start now!
 SS fee’s have increased this year to £43, but been told the members won’t
vote/allow this to happen again. Next year they are hoping to have different
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membership categories: competitive, non-competitive, multiple children in
family membership
We need to have a template or guidance on how to Complain and put it on the
website.
Need codes of conduct for: parents, coaches, swimmers asap.
Consider implementing Parents Evenings – could be held twice a year or meet
with 3 or 4 parents and children a month throughout the year.
Recommends Positive Coaching Scotland
SwiMark – potentially achievable by end of the year. Then move onto
SwiMark+ Have sheet to show what we need to do for this – Secretary has to
submit a folder of evidence (see point 5 above – work to do & table at end of
minutes).
Need to have an Equality Statement
Child Protection to attend Safeguarding/protect and In safe hands – we don’t
pay for these courses – let Ewan know and he will submit names
Development Plan for SS should be max 4 pages long.
SS are holding discussions with Highland Highlife and others re: increased
access to pool time - hopes to have some news soon.

DASC Development Plan:
 Andrew has been looking at other clubs Development Plans and has put
together a first draft for the committee. The committee recognised the work
that Andrew has put into this.
 This is not the same as the Development Plan for SS.
 Discussion re: the challenge of meeting the needs of swimmers who don’t
want to compete and swimmers who do. It was acknowledged that all
swimmers in the club should be given the opportunity to compete if they
wish, however it is absolutely fine for swimmers not to compete and instead
swim for improvement or fitness.
 Club membership is currently at capacity.
 Discussion around whether we should “squad” our membership. It was
generally agreed that this could be a positive step forward and could enable
movement within the club e.g. swimmers from the Starter Club who are
ready to move to the main club, but cannot happen at the moment because
there is no space.
 The Committee decided to continue working on the Development Plan as a
potential way forward for the club.
 The club would like more pool time to allow us to progress this and also
increase club membership.
 Andrew and Jordan will look at current membership and hypothetically work
out who would be in which squad, which will then allow us to work out how
many more pool time hours we require.
 We’ve not had any success in gaining more pool time to date. Once above
work is complete we can seek a more formal meeting with Pool Managers
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and Sports Hub to discuss and hopefully progress. Ewan Stirling (SS) advised
us that they are having ongoing discussions re: additional pool time. The
concern about this is that it may be early morning slots which is felt would
only be possible for a minority to attend.
It was also discussed how hours other swim clubs are given by their pools
and at what time of day. It’s thought that if the training sessions were given
before 6pm, there wouldn’t be any rental fee as it would be covered by
Highlife.
Page 4 - Insert “The Club is currently at capacity, but if we are able to gain
Andrew
more pool time, then we would like to develop links with ….. (schools)
Ewan had some questions re: the Development Plan which he had emailed as
he was away with work, answers below:
“Building a closer relationship” – to benefit the coaches. Coaches can gain
valuable knowledge on drills etc to use during training. We have also been in
talks to develop a “mini league” with Tain, Golspie and Ullapool swimming
clubs so that we can meet regularly. This closer relationship will help us better
prepare for these events, share the costs of organising and maybe even help
with travel arrangements.
How will performance squad be chosen? – The criteria is yet to be arranged
and I am talking to other clubs to see how they do it, we are looking at sorting
out criteria as you can see on the sheet provided (find at end of minutes after
finance statement)
Qualifying criteria for competitions? – Entry is based on times however some
events detail that only swimmers with times SLOWER THAN can enter and
there are other meets where the meet organiser will only let swimmers in who
get FASTER THAN a specific time. There are also Open Meets which are
open to all swimmers however they are limited in number. In Open Meets the
organiser will put swimmers of similar times into each heat. There are also
Time Band meets in which there are two times for example 01:30 and 1:40.
This opens it up to more swimmers as they can have any time between 01:30
and 01:40.
How many swimmers do we have who meet criteria? – We potentially have
60-70% of our club who meet the criteria. With the diversity of entry criteria
all swimmers are technically eligible to compete.
Answers 6 also. Identifiable development plan to increase competitors? – It is
hoped that through the proposed squad system that there will be a clear
pathway to competitions i.e swimmers in the Development Squad will not be
expected to compete regularly but will be invited to Lochaber/Inter Club Gala,
the Potential Squad will be invited to the Lochaber/Inter Club Gala and may
be invited to outside meets and the Performance Squad will be invited to the
Lochaber/Inter Club Gala and also entered into meets.
How will performance squad be trained? – I envision all swimmers training all
strokes equally as they do currently. Having spoke with other clubs their top
flight swimmers still train with the entire team rather than training in one
stroke. However, goal setting and individual development objectives will be
implemented for swimmers as it is good to have something to aim for.
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Club Membership:
Is currently at capacity. We have 113 swimmers in total (84 in the main club and 29
in Starter). That breaks down into 36 swimmers on Tuesday’s, 33 on Thursday’s and
29 on Friday’s. We have a small waiting list.
Our current priority is to be able to move swimmer in the Starter Club who are
ready to move up to the main club and 1 hour of swimming.

9

Fundraising Update:
As the bank balance is healthy and we don’t have a list of specific items we need or
want to purchase, we’re going to concentrate on the affiliation and think over this in
the coming months.
Claire has been working hard and has spoken to lots of different people – various
ideas: obtain sponsorship from a sports clothing company to get e.g. hoodies for
swimmers: the sponsor logo goes on the hoodie and those in club who want to buy
can do.
Question mark over how much can be raised from a supermarket bag pack.
Hang off approaching companies re: common good funds as above.
Claire would like someone else to join the committee with fundraising interest, to
brainstorm together.
10 Extra Swim Time:
As discussed under point 7
11 Coaches:
Looking forward to Gala v Lochaber on the 16th. Email sent out to all those involved
with timings etc on the day.
12 Head Boy & Girl 13 AOB:
As noted in point 5 re: SS affiliation, we have a number of documents to produce.
The Parent and Swimmer Code of Conduct was circulated and agreed upon. Other
documents will be circulated to committee for comments/approval as they are
complete. Coach, Swimmer and Parent Codes of Conduct attached below and will be
given to parents asap.
10 & Date & Time of Next Meeting:

Anyone like
to join the
committee?
Anyway
with an
interest in
fundraising?
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Monday 15th June, 7-9pm in Dingwall Academy meeting room
Neil closed the meeting and thanked everyone who attended the meeting or made
submissions.
Minutes taken by Julie Davidson (Secretary) and typed on 11/05/15

Five attachments below:
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DINGWALL AMATUER SWIMMING CLUB
Financial Statement
28/04/2015
Statement prepared to assist the Committee Meeting on 04/05/2015
Cash at bank 28/04/2015
(Includes Sponsored Swim receipts)

11539.00

Outstanding debts
Invoiced and paid but not yet deducted from bank
Alness Pool February and March
Coaches fees March
Hire of St Clements Hall
T-Shirts (Wrightsport)

244.00
450.00
16.00
703.01

Total payments to be deducted

1

1413.00

Available funds
10126.00
_______________________________________________________________________________
Budgeted income and expenditure
Monthly income 5 December 2014 – 4 January 2015 taken as
1084.00
indicative of standard monthly income (18 starter club fees
included)
2 Monthly expenditure
Dingwall Pool (8 sessions @£33.0
Dingwall Pool (4 sessions @£16.50)
Alness Pool (4 or 5 sessions @ £30.50)
Coaches fees

264.00
66.00
152.00
450.00
932.00
152.00

Excess monthly income over expenditure
________
_______________________________________________
Probable agreed future expenditure
SASA affiliation (members fee)
(There are additional fees to be added)

80 at £33.00 =

2640.00

Guide to remaining funds after deduction of the above items = £7486.00
________________________________________________________________________________
Ewan MacNab
04/05/2015
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Point 5: Development Plan – the committee has decided to pursue as a potential way forward. This is not
a blueprint of what will happen in the future
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Point 6: Scottish Swimming Affiliation SwiMark
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DINGWALL AMATEUR SWIM CLUB COACH AND TEACHERS CODE OF CONDUCT
A responsible sports coach helps the development of individuals through improving their performance. This
is achieved by:


Identifying and meeting the needs of individuals.



Improving performance through a progressive programme of safe, guided practice, measured performance
and / or competition.



Creating an environment in which individuals are motivated to maintain participation and improve
performance.
Coaches should:



Abide by the Scottish Swimming and Club Child Protection Policies and be a member of Scottish Swimming.



Respect the rights, dignity and worth of every person and treat everyone equally within the context of their
sport.



Place the well-being and safety of the swimmer above the development of performance. They should follow
all guidelines laid down by the sports governing body and hold appropriate insurance cover.



Develop an appropriate working relationship with swimmers (especially children), based on mutual trust and
respect. Coaches must not exert undue influence to obtain personal benefit or reward. In particular, coaches
must not use their position to establish or pursue a sexual or improper relationship with an athlete or
someone close to them.



Encourage and guide swimmers to accept responsibility for their own behaviour and performance.



Hold relevant, recommended, up-to-date and nationally recognised governing body coaching qualifications.



Ensure the activities they direct or advocate are appropriate for the age, maturity, experience and ability of
the individual.



At the outset, clarify with swimmers (and where appropriate with their parents) exactly what is expected of
them and what swimmers are entitled to expect from their coach. A contract may sometimes be
appropriate.



Co-operate fully with other specialists (e.g. other coaches, officials, sport scientists, doctors,
physiotherapists, etc.) in the best interests of the swimmer.



Always promote the positive aspects of their sport (e.g. fair play) and never condone rule violations or the
use of prohibited substances.



Consistently display high standards of behaviour and appearance.
I agree to abide by the above principles:

Signed:............................................................................. Print Name ……………........................................

Date:.................
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DINGWALL AMATEUR SWIM CLUB PARENT AND SWIMMER CODE OF CONDUCT
Swimmer(s) Name(s): ………………………………………………..………………………………………………………………….
Please read, sign and return to Coach or Committee Member
Parents Code of Conduct


I will provide positive support, care, and encouragement for my child(ren) while swimming at DASC.



I will give positive support and respect for all swimmers, coaches, and officials regardless of sex, ability, age
or race, to encourage a positive and enjoyable experience for all.



I will place the emotional and physical well being of my child ahead any personal competitive feelings.



For the safety of myself, swimmers and coaches and following the rules of the Swimming Pool: parents must
not go onto the poolside or communicate with the coaches during the sessions. Parents will use the provided
spectator’s. Parents should not be in the changing area during training sessions.



I ensure a sports environment for my child that is free from drugs, tobacco and alcohol and will refrain from
their use at all swim events.



I will try to support the club in whatever way I can.
Swimmers Code of Conduct



I will respect all other swimmers and give encouragement and praise regardless of age, sex, ability or race.



I will be on time and perform to the best of my ability.



I will show respect to the coaching staff and club officials by doing what is asked of me.



Once changed, all clothes should be put into lockers, not left in the cubicles.



I will support the club at every opportunity.



I will discuss any concerns I may have with either the coaches or committee members.
I understand that if I do not follow the Code, any/all of the following actions may be taken by Dingwall
Amateur Swim Club or Scottish Swimming:



Issued with a verbal warning from the Chair or member of the Committee



Required to meet with the Chair/Club Committee/Scottish Swimming representative



Obliged to leave the swimming pool by the club



Requested by the club not to attend future training or swim meets



Required to leave the club along with any dependents.

Parent/Guardian Signature ………………………………………………………………………………….Date …………………………..

Swimmer(s) Signature(s) ………………………………………………………………………….....Date …………………………..
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